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A geographic analysis of the long/short market by sector using the securities finance 

short interest data of S&P Global Market Intelligence.  

Short interest increased across global equities during the month.   The largest increases were seen across the 
consumer services (+8bps), energy (+7bps), REITs (+6bps) and capital goods (+8bps) sectors.  

Across the energy sector TGS ASA (TGS) was the most shorted energy stock in Europe with a %SOOL of 17.26% 
and a DCBS of 1, followed by Petrofac (PFC) %SOOL 12.49% and DCBS 9.  The most expensive energy short within 
the region was Pantheon Resources Plc (PANR) which had a DCBS of 10.  Across North America, the most expen-
sive energy short, also with a DCBS of 10, was Imperial Petroleum Inc (IMPP) (%SOOL 14.2%) whilst the largest 
short was Tellurian Inc (TELL)  which had 22.8%  of it’s outstanding shares on loan. 

Consumer services remained a popular sector for short sellers across Asia.  East Buy Holding Ltd (1797) was the 
most shorted stock in this sector with a %SOOL of 8.56% and a DCBS of 6, followed by Wowpime Corp (2727)         
%SOOL 7.85% and DCBS 5 and Lotte Tour Development Co Ltd (032350) %SOOL  5.84% and DCBS of 4. 

Short interest increased by 6bps across the materials sector during the month.  Ganfeng Lithium Group Co Ltd 
(1772) was the largest materials short across Asia with a %SOOL 13.94% and a DCBS of 1.  Across Europe, Smufit 
Kappa Group Plc (SK3) was the largest short with a %SOOL of 12.66% and a DCBS of 1 whilst across the Americas 
Purecycle Technologies Inc (PCT) was the largest materials short with %SOOL of 26.72%. 
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Across US equities, average short interest increased to 88bps over the month.  Short interest increased by 

+16bps across the energy sector, +14bps across the capital goods sector and by +7bps across the financial ser-

vices sector.  Short interest declined across the automobile sector by -13bps,  the healthcare sector by –5bps 

and the semiconductor sector by –4bps. 

Across the energy sector Enviva Inc (EVA) experienced a 20% increase in shares outstanding on loan during the 

month, with a %SOOL of 10.02%.  It was also the second most expensive short across the region with a DCBS of 

9. Camber Energy Inc (CEI) DCBS 7, Nine Energy Service Inc (NINE) DCBS 6 and Aemetis Inc (AMTX) DCBS 5 were 

the most expensive shorts in this sector. 

Across the capital goods sector, Cummins Inc (CMI) was the most shorted stock with a %SOOL 33.94% and a 

DCBS 1, following the news of the spin off of ATMU, followed by Sunpower Corp (SPWR) %SOOL 31.87 and DCBS 
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Average short interest across APAC equities increased to 69bps during the month.  The largest increases in short 

interest were seen across transport (+8bps), technology hardware and equipment (+7bps) and financial services 

(+5bps).  The largest decreases were seen across household and personal products (-20bps), commercial ser-

vices (-15bps) and automobiles (-9bps). 

Across the transportation sector T3Ex Global Holdings Corp (2636) was the largest short with a %SOOL of 4.94% 

and a DCBS of 5, followed by Pacific Basin Shipping Ltd (2343) %SOOL 4.74% DCBS 1 and Singapore Airlines Ltd 

(C6L) 4.71% and DCBS 1. 

Castles Technology Co Ltd (5258) was the largest short across technology and hardware with a %SOOL of 9.37% 

and a DCBS of 5.  Senao Networks Inc (3558) was the most expensive in this sector with a DCBS of 7 and a %SOOL 

of 5.36%. 
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Average short interest across European equities increased by +1bps over the month to 19bps.  General shorting 
activity remained subdued but small increases were seen across real estate management and development 
(+2bps), materials (+2bps) and REITs (+5bps). 

Across the REITs sector short loan value as a percentage of market capitalization stood at 10bps during the 
month.  The largest short across the sector was Segro Plc (SGRO) %SOOL 11.08% and DCBS 2, followed by Uni-
bail Roadamco We Stapled Unt (URW) %SOOL 4.61% DCBS 1 and Primary Health Properties Plc (PHP) %SOOL 
3.56% DCBS 1.  The most expensive short was Life Science REIT Plc (LABS) with a DCBS of 3 %SOOL 2.31%. 

Across the real estate management a development sector Swedish Logistic Property AB (SLP B) was the most 
expensive short with a DCBS of 9, followed by Adler Group SA (ADJ) with a DCBS of 7. Samhallsbyggnadsbolaget I 
Norden AB (SBB B) was the largest short in the sector across the region with a %SOOL 19.7% and a DCBS of 7. 

Across the materials sector Carbios SA (ALCRB) was the most expensive short with a DCBS of 8. 
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For more information please contact your product specialist or contact our sales team:  

Global-EquitySalesSpecialists@ihsmarkit.com  
 

Utilization - Percentage of securities in lending programs which are currently out on loan calculated as the Lender 

Value on Loan divided by Lendable Value %. 

%SOOL (%) - % of shares outstanding on loan— Percentage of shares outstanding that are out on loan 

DCBS - Daily Cost of Borrow Score; a number from 1 to 10 indicating the cost of borrow based on 7 day fees, 

where 1 is cheapest and 10 is most expensive. 

% Out the money (%) - Short positions that are experiencing losses as a percentage of the total number of shares 

on loan.   A high out of the money percentage is indicative of a potential short squeeze.  

Short squeeze score - Proprietary model utilizing transaction level data to identify names where short sellers are 

facing capital constraints, and therefore have increased potential to cover positions.  Score of 1-10.  Most likely to 

squeeze names have a rank closer to 1. and less likely to squeeze names have a score closer to 10.   A score of 0 

indicates negligible capital constraints as this security is not considered as highly shorted.  
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